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Message from the Mayor

Forbes Shire is an amazing place with a
community that is connected, vibrant
and above all resilient. We have been
tested with fire flood drought and
pandemic and have learnt with each
crisis that there are key elements that
we need to plan for.
Is the safety of our people considered?
Will our infrastructure stand? Can we
make sure that our financial, social and
environmental resources will not be
compromised as we weather the latest
storm.
As a wise person once said, to fail to
plan is to plan to fail, so it is with this
in mind I commend to you the Forbes
Shire Council Community Resilience
Plan. This plan will be our guiding light
as we move through the current and
other crises. We will use this plan to
implement strategies to ensure that
we recover quickly and so that we are
better prepared next time, when the
challenge inevitably arrives.
Best regards,
Phyllis Miller OAM
Mayor, Forbes Shire Council
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Message from the General Manager

It is an absolute certainty that the
challenges that our community has
seen will not be our last. It is a critical
role of council to ensure that we are
prepared to the best of our knowledge
for each challenge that comes our way
in terms of budget, infrastructure, staff
and how we continue to deliver the
essential services that the community
requires.
This document outlines strategies that
Forbes Shire council can deploy to
minimise the impact of each crisis and
recover quickly - with an emphasis on
being proactive. As each crisis passes
we have the opportunity to update this
plan and further build the resilience of
the community.
Regards,
Steve Loane
General Manager Forbes Shire Council
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Introduction

This Community Resilience Plan though initiated in drought speaks to the principles
of emergency management, particularly that planning needs to occur for •
•
•
•

Preparation
Prevention
Response and
Recovery

The proposed measures outlined in this document target all facets required to build capacity in Social and cultural aspects,
infrastructure needs, economic campaigns and environmental strategies but also recognize that there is also a great need to
implement political measures to effectively drive the delivery of the other facets.
The plan operates on the fact that droughts/floods, fires and other emergencies are a feature of the Australian landscape and its
variable and changing climate, and therefore will always need to be planned for.
Adverse events covered by this Community Resilience Plan (CRP) may be either events for which Forbes Shire council has full or
partial influence. It seeks to be proactive rather than reactive and to ensure that council adheres to its remit only.
The CRP addresses –
• All services provided and supported by Forbes Shire Council and
• All staff who work for Forbes Shire Council, including contractor and volunteers.
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Resilient Community Characteristics
Resilient communities are defined by seven key characteristics.
These include:
Safe and Well
Health and wellbeing outcomes are strong across all age groups
and demographics. The community is a safe place to be with
low workplace accidents, crime and family violence. Community
members are healthy and knowledgeable, with the ability to
assess, monitor and manage risks, while learning new skills and
building on past experiences.
Connected, inclusive and empowered
The community has high levels of networks and structures
facilitating collaboration, communication, sharing, learning and
the provision of support to individuals and families. All members
of the community feel encouraged and welcome to participate.
They are actively engaged and share local knowledge, allowing
emergency management processes to be more effective.
Relationships are in place to allow access to a wide support
environment and a supply of goods and services when required.
The community can work in partnership with emergency
services, their local authorities and relevant organisations
before, during and after emergencies.
Dynamic and diverse local economy
Communities are resilient to economic shocks due to diversified
employment and a sustainable work life balance. Local
employment is strong and businesses are experiencing growth,
have flexibility and resources to embrace new technologies and
opportunities and have the capacity to resume function after a
disaster.
Businesses are engaged in continuity planning that links with
community and emergency management arrangements. All
work is valued, whether inside or outside the home, for the
valuable contribution it makes to the economy and wellbeing.

Culturally rich and vibrant
Understanding the diverse needs, capabilities and expectations
of different communities is imperative for ensuring their safety
and strengthening their resilience. Diversity and inclusion is
accepted and celebrated, bringing shared understanding. The
community has a range of diverse cultural, arts, leisure and
other resources which are reflective of and draw on the full
potential of all its members.
Democratic and engaged
Citizen engagement is high with community members actively
involved in decision making processes. Political candidates are
representative of community interests and there is a high level
of trust.
Organisations that manage emergencies maintain high
levels of trust and confidence. There is equal opportunity
for people of different genders in roles of power and high
levels of membership of community organisations and high
volunteerism.
People work together with their leaders using local knowledge
and resources before, during and after disasters.
Reflective and aware
We work together to better understand stresses and shocks
while implementing community-based solutions. Governance
and institutional frameworks concerning the community are
joined up and focused on building connections and resilience
over time. When services, products and polices are developed,
adaptation and community resilience is paramount.
Information is shared openly to assist a community to make
informed decisions and to act purposefully.

Sustainable built and natural environment
The natural and built environment is managed in a way to ensure
sustained high levels of community amenity, accessibility and
planning. Lifelines, including energy, water and waste are used
and managed sustainably and reliably. Critical assets are known
and hardened against future shocks.
Negative environmental impacts are minimised, resources
are recycled and biodiversity is protected. The benefits of
open space, high air quality, and biodiversity are valued,
acknowledged and accessible to all. Transport options are diverse
and accessible to all.
Future proofing by good planning and design ensures that
industry and housing stock is suited to shocks and stresses, is
accessible and affordable.
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Councils’ Vision and Values

Our Vision
The Forbes Shire is a safe, connected and welcoming community. We aspire to
create job opportunities, improve our infrastructure and support a diverse and
thriving economy.
Our Values
Our values guide our decisions and actions with the community and for the
community. We are:
Authentic We are trusted, accountable and predictable in all of our engagements.
Connected We connect with each other, our community and our stakeholders to
listen, understand and deliver.
Decisive We act with clear purpose, plans and sound judgement to courageously
create and seize opportunities.
Consistent We have clear and transparent frameworks and processes governing
our directions.
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Our Objectives
Our six key directions are as follows • Community and Culture
• Local Economy
• Natural Environment
• Rural and Urban Landuse
• Infrastructure and Services
• Government and Representation
In Community and Culture our values are shown by the
following characteristics:
There is a strong sense of community pride and spirit across
Forbes Shire and we have strong connections with our friends
and family. We are a caring community and we welcome
diversity amongst our people.
We enjoy picturesque open landscapes and a peaceful, safe
environment in which to live and raise our families.
Our towns and villages are focal points for diverse social
interaction and our communities benefit from the presence of a
wide range of locally based services, groups, facilities and events.
Lake Forbes is highly valued by our communities for its
aesthetic qualities and the social and recreational opportunities
it provides.
There is a strong awareness of our diverse local heritage and
history and we have an active arts community within the Shire.
We appreciate the benefits of a quiet rural lifestyle while valuing
our central location and close proximity to major regional centres.
We acknowledge and respect the Wiradjuri land on which we live.
We value our public safety, supported by an array of local
emergency services agencies.
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In Local Economy:
Our local economy is based on a strong and diverse agricultural
industry, complemented by our state of-the-art livestock
exchange and a range of businesses and services providing
agricultural support.
Forbes is home to a wide range of business enterprises large
and small, many of which are locally and family owned. Our
local population is growing steadily, providing a strong base for
our businesses and industry.
We have an active CBD and our retail, commercial and industrial
centres have significant potential for growth and diversification.
Our local business activity is supported by a regional population
of 60,000, a steady flow of tourists and visitors, our position on the
Newell Highway and our proximity to nearby regional centres.
We value the significant investment and growth opportunities
that will flow from rural industry developments, Inland Rail, the
nearby intermodal transport hub and current and prospective
mining operations in the region.
Our Shire also hosts large-scale events that attract regional and
national patronage and attention.
In our Natural Environment:
Our natural environment is clean and healthy and we enjoy a
good climate with distinct seasons. Our river provides a constant
source of clean water and bushland and road reserves across
the Shire are home to a diversity of flora and fauna.
We are surrounded by scenic landscapes, areas of great natural
beauty and unpolluted air. We appreciate easy access to national
parks, state recreation areas and forests within our region.
We recognise the importance of responsible management of
rural and agricultural land and we value local Wiradjuri culture
within our natural environment.
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In Rural and Urban Landuse:
We appreciate the open space of our rural landscape and our
uncrowded urban environment. Our Shire has extensive good
quality farmland and a diversity of productive agricultural
enterprises.
We enjoy a relaxed pace of life and our urban centres are
uncongested and welcoming. Our built heritage is visible across
the Shire, providing a valued contribution to our local identity.
There are choices in the way we are able to live through the
availability of a range of property types, sizes and prices.
In Infrastructure and Services:
We have well maintained transport infrastructure including road
and rail networks, that connect us locally, regionally and nationally.
We have local access to a wide range of buildings, facilities
and services provided by public and private sector entities, in
areas including community and health services, primary and
secondary education, health, medical and aged care, recreation,
transport and business support.
Our aerodrome and hospital helipad provide air transport and
emergency services access for our Shire.
We enjoy our abundant parklands, lake, sporting fields and
venues that provide us with broad choices in sporting activities
and active and passive recreation.
Our communities benefit from dependable, high quality water,
sewer, waste management and recycling services.
In Government and Representation:
Local communities are provided with effective civic leadership
and we have good opportunities for participation in Council’s
activities and decision-making. Our local elected members and
staff are engaging and approachable and Council is open and
ethical in its decision making and its service planning and delivery.
We have a range of locally based State and Federal agencies
that provide effective support to our communities and deliver
appropriate services across our Shire.
Council maintains co-operative relationships with State and Federal
agencies and neighbouring councils to ensure good planning and
coordination in provision of local and regional services.
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Aims of the Plan

The aims of the Forbes Shire Community Resilience Plan are to:

1

Identify services that will build community resilience

2

Identify infrastructure projects that will build community resilience

3

Identify partnerships that will need to be developed or enhanced to
satisfy the above

4

Provide council with rationale to guide investment in the area of
preparedness and resilience.

Communicating the community resilience plan
Communication regarding any adverse events addressed by this plan will be via councils communication policy framework. In
addition to this the stakeholder engagement planning process will be used for each event, addressing key stakeholders, key
messages and including specific methods of communication depending on these aspects.

FORBES SHIRE COUNCIL RESILIENCE PLAN 2020 - 2030
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Roles and Responsibilities
General Manager
The General Manager must exercise diligence to ensure that
Council fulfils its obligations arising from an Adverse Event and
under the Work Health and Safety Act 2011.
Directors
Directors must exercise due diligence in responding to an
event affecting community resilience and ensure that Council
complies with its WHS duties. Directors must;

Others
Persons deemed to be other persons at a workplace must;
• Take reasonable care for his or her own safety,
• Take reasonable care that his or her acts or omissions do not
adversely affect the health and safety of other persons, and
• Comply as far as the person is reasonably able, with any
reasonable instruction that is given by Council to allow
Council to ensure the safety of all persons during an
Adverse Event.

• Support their staff in response,
• Maintain an understanding of Council operations including
its hazards and risks,
• Ensure that Council has available and uses appropriate
resources and processes to minimise risks,
• Ensure Council has, and implements, processes for
receiving, considering and responding to information
regarding incidents, hazards and risks, and
• Ensure that Council complies with any duty or responsibility
under the WHS Act 2011 or associated codes of practice and
regulations.
Directors may also be considered workers under the WHS Act.
Managers and Supervisors
The responsibilities of Managers and Supervisors of Forbes
Shire Council, contractors of Council, or other affiliated groups
of Council, include, but are not limited to;
• Implement and monitor WHS policy and procedures within
their work group,
• Ensure that any resilience affecting events are reported,
• Investigate such events where required,
• Identify and control workplace hazards and risks, and
• Respond appropriately to any Adverse Event.
Workers
Responsibilities of a Forbes Shire Council worker include, but
are not limited to;
• Taking reasonable care for his or her own health and safety,
• Taking reasonable care that his or her acts or omissions do
not adversely affect the health and safety of other persons,
• Complying so far as reasonably able with any reasonable
instruction that is given by Council to allow Council to
respond to an Adverse Event, and
• Reporting Adverse Events promptly within Council’s
prescribed guidelines.
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Key Policy Links
The core plan for Council in this area of operations is the Forbes Shire Council Business
Continuity Plan (BCP). The BCP outlines the critical areas of council operations and outlines
the methodology that will be employed to ensure that these critical services will continue
to operate during times of adverse events – or events that can have a major effect on
community resilience.
In an adverse event the Community Resilience Plan must be considered alongside the BCP.
STAFF BUBBLES DURING CORONAVIRUS

WORK FROM HOME OR DISTANCED AT WORK

FORBES SHIRE COUNCIL RESILIENCE PLAN 2020 - 2030
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Forbes Shire Community Profile
9.6% of the Forbes Shire residents identify as Indigenous. 90.8%
of people living in Forbes were born in Australia. The other
countries of birth for Forbes Residents include: England, New
Zealand, Philippines, Scotland, China, Canada, Italy, Zimbabwe,
South Africa, Ireland, Sri Lanka & India.

Forbes is located on the Lachlan River in Central West NSW.
Forbes is famous for its rich bushranging history and for its
historic buildings dating back to the Forbes gold rushes.
The Forbes Shire encompasses an area of 471,807ha. The
population of Forbes has been rising since 2011 and currently
sits at 9,910. Shire output is valued at $1,237.817 billion.
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing is our largest industry in terms
of output, valued at $279 million, with Manufacturing valued at
$169 million. Forbes unemployment rate hovers at 5.4% and has
an average income of $39,513.

Forbes offers a unique blend of a modern lifestyle in a historic
setting. Tranquil Lake Forbes is central to the identity of the
region and offers residents numerous recreation and leisure
activities. Ideally positioned on the Newell Highway, halfway
between Brisbane and Melbourne, almost 80% of Australia’s
population can be reached within 12 hours driving time. Forbes
is a safe place to live with a strong sense of community with
over 90 social clubs and associations including five service clubs
and an active Business Chamber.

Forbes is home to five schools, one preschool, three early
childhood centres and three art galleries. It has a full range
of both winter and summer sports and regularly hosts both
National & World Hang Gliding Championship events. Forbes is
an events hub. It hosts a monthly farmers market, Frost and Fire,
the Kalari Lachlan River Arts Festival and Vanfest, Central West
NSW’s only music festival dedicated to independent Australian
music which attracts 8000 people to Forbes annually. There are
also numerous community celebrations well supported by the
community and delivered to a high standard including Australia
Day, Naidoc Day and Heritage Week.

TABLE 01: FORBES POPULATION

Forbes
Population - Age
The latest (2016) estimated residential population for Forbes is 9808 people. The total nimber of people that were usually
resident in Forbes on Census night in 2016 was 9589 people, an increase of 4.6% from 9169 people that were usually
resident on Census night 2011.
This compares to 7 480 230 people usually resident in New South Wales (State)
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13.35%
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0.81%
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Source: ABS (2016)
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TABLE 02: POPULATION TRENDS

TABLE 03: POPULATION ANCESTERY

From 2008 to 2018 the estimated resident population of forbes
(a) increased from 9,526 people to 9,910 people.

The total number of people usually resident in Forbes (A) zones
in all Ancestry 1st Response cohorts on Census Night 2016 was
9,560.

This represents an annualised growth rate of 0.4 Percent.
English
Australian
Irish
Scottish
German
Italian
Chinese
Dutch
Filipino
Indian
Australian Aboriginal
Inadequately described
Welsh
Maori
Maltese
Balance

0
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TABLE 04: OUTPUT BY INDUSTRY

From 2008 to 2018 the estimated resident population of forbes
(a) increased from 9,526 people to 9,910 people.

Agriculture, Forestry
& Fishing
Manufacturing
Construction
Rental, Hiring &
Real Estate Services
Healthcare &
Social Assistance
Wholsale Trade
Education &
Training
Retail Trade
Financial & Insurance
Services
Electricity, Gas, Water &
Waste Services
Professional, Scientific & T
echnical Services
Public Administration
& Safety
Transport, Postal
& Warehousing
Accomodation
& Food Services
Other Services
Administrative &
Support Services
Mining
Information Media &
Telecommunications
Arts & Recreation
Services

0

5

10
Forbes
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1,681
9,844

65.5%

Home ownership

Total Population

51.31%
Working age
population (15-59)

3,991
Total employed

0.020

Census
Population
Density
(persons / ha)

Development
applications submitted
over the last 10 years.
Worth in excess of
$342 million

471,012.8
Land area (ha)

717

Number of
businesses

3.01%

$61.992

$594.446

Per Capita Gross
Regional
Product ($’000)

Gross Regional
Product ($M)

Unemployment rate

54.6%
Labour force
participation rate

$148.947

$1.262

Per Worker Gross
Regional Product ($’000):

Per Hectare Gross
Regional Product ($’000)

FORBES TOP 5

OUTPUT BY INDUSTRY

$243.3M

$173.1M

$143.3M

Agriculture, Forestry

Manufacturing

Construction

$108.6M

$63.0M

Rental, Hiring & Real Estate

Health Care & Social Assistance

& Fishing
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Forbes Strategic Location
Forbes is located on the Newell Highway halfway between Melbourne and Brisbane. It forms the junction of the Lachlan Valley
Way and the Newell Highway and is four hours’ drive from Sydney.
Forbes is within one hour’s drive of the following Central West communities highlighted by the ring in the map below:
Dunnedoo

Trangie

Tottenham

Narromine

Dubbo
Ulan

Wellington

Tomingley

Mudgee

Tullamore
Peak Hill

Trundle

Condobolin

Ootha

Molong

Parkes
Manildra

Cudal
Jemalong

Forbes
Eugowra

Cargo

Burcher

Orange
Bathurst

Canowindra
Ungarie

Cowra
West Wyalong

Young
Temora

Boorowa
Harden
Cootamundra

Junee

MAP 01: FORBES STRATEGIC LOCATION

Jugiong

Goulbourn
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NSW Climate Change Snapshot
The Forbes Shire along with the rest of NSW is subject to a
highly variable climate. According to long-term (1910–2013)
observations, NSW air temperatures have been increasing since
the 1950s, with the highest temperatures on record being
experienced in recent decades. The rate of change has also
increased, with mean temperatures rising by 0.5°C per decade
since 1990, compared to about 0.1°C per decade during the
1950s to 1980s.

INCREASE

NSW is projected to continue to warm in the near future (2020–
2039) and far future (2060–2079). The warming is projected
to average about 0.7°C in the near future, increasing to about
2.1°C in the far future. There are not many differences across
the state in the projected increases in average temperatures
with all regions becoming warmer. The warming projected for
NSW is large compared to natural variability in temperature.
NSW currently experiences considerable rainfall variability
across regions, seasons and from year-to-year and this
variability is also reflected in the projections.

INCREASE
ANNUAL

INCREASE

INCREASE

DECREASE
DECREASE
IN SPRING

MAP 02: PREDICTED TEMPERATURE CHANGES
PROJECTED TEMPERATURE CHANGES
Maximum temperatures are projected to increase in the near future by 0.1 -1ºC

Maximum tempertures are projected to increase in the far future by 1.8-2.6ºC

Minimum temperatures are projected to increase in the near future by 0.0- 0.5ºC

Minimum temperatures are projected to increase in the far future by 1.4- 2.6ºC

The number of hot days will increase

The number of cold nights will decrease

PROJECTED RAINFALL CHANGES
Rainfall is projected to decrease in spring and winter

Rainfall is projected to increase in summer and autumn

PROJECTED FOREST FIRE DANGER INDEX (FFDI) CHANGES
Average fire weather is projected to increase in summer and spring

FORBES SHIRE COUNCIL RESILIENCE PLAN 2020 - 2030

Number of days with severe fire danger is projected to increase in summer and
spring
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For NSW as a whole, 2013 was the warmest year on record for
maximum temperatures, and the third-warmest for average
temperature. All years from 1997 to 2013 were warmer than
the 1961-1990 average, an unprecedented sequence in the
historical records. Since the start of this century, all years have
recorded an annual average temperature more than 0.5°C
warmer than the 1961-1990 average. The hottest year on
record for NSW was 2009 when the average temperature was
1.37°C above the 1961-1990 average.
The long term rainfall record (1900-2013) shows that NSW has
experienced considerable variation in rainfall with periods of
both wetter and drier conditions. During much of the first half
of the 20th century the state experienced dry conditions. From
the 1950s to the 1990s there was more inter-annual variability
with many wet years and many dry years. The first decade of
the 21st century saw a long period of below average rainfall
during the Millennium Drought. This dry period ended with
two of the wettest years on record for Australia (2010-2011),
with 2010 being the third wettest year on record for NSW.

FORBES SHIRE COUNCIL RESILIENCE PLAN 2020 - 2030

NSW is projected to experience an increase in average and
severe fire weather in the future. The increases in average and
severe fire weather are projected to occur mainly in summer
and spring. The western region has the greatest increases in
the state, and these increases occur across all seasons.
Autumn is projected to have a decrease in mean fire weather
across large parts of the state and a decrease in severe fire
weather in the east of the state. As fire weather measurements
take into account rainfall, it is likely that the decrease in FFDI
during autumn is due to projected increases in autumn rainfall.
The implications for Forbes as a rural shire are considerable in
terms of the need to implement strategies to address changes
occurring to ensure ongoing community resilience.
Source: NSW Climate Change Snapshot, file://fscfs/UserDocs/
andrewra/Downloads/NSWSnapshot%20(1).pdf
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Drought Snapshot February 2020
The following maps highlight the effects of a highly variable climate across NSW during 2019/20.

MAP 03: COMBINED DROUGHT INDICATOR MAP SOURCE NSW DPI
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Drought Snapshot February 2020
The following maps highlight the time NSW has been in drought.

MAP 04: TIME IN DROUGHT MAP SOURCE NSW DPI
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Flooding at Forbes
Located on the Lachlan River downstream of Wyangla Dam Forbes has experienced on average a major flood every seven years
since 1887. The highest recorded flood occurred in June, 1952 when the river peaked at 10.80m at the Forbes Iron Bridge (on the
Forbes-Cowra Road). During the flood of August 1990, which peaked at 10.65m, approximately 132 properties in Forbes were
affected by flood water.
Some of the effects that may occur at various heights at the Forbes Iron Bridge are:
09.30m

A number of roads may close to light traffic. They include the Forbes-Gooloogong Road at Dukes Crossing and the
Forbes-Grenfell Road at Muddy Lagoon.

10.20m

Water breaks out of the river near the Bathurst Street railway bridge and flows north and west.

10.35m

Peak height August 1998.

10.38m

Houses within Forbes begin to be affected by rising flood waters. Lower Rankin Street inundated.

10.40m

Water may start to flow out of Lake Forbes and into the town.

10.50m

The Newell Highway may close 6km from Forbes at the South Condobolin turn-off.

10.62m

Peak height October 1955. At about this height, flood waters split Forbes into three islands making movement
around the town difficult.

10.64m

Peak height August 1990. Approximately 132 houses were flood affected by either water in their yards of over the
floors.

Source: Forbes Shire Local Flood Plan Forbes Local Environmental Plan 2013

FORBES SHIRE COUNCIL RESILIENCE PLAN 2020 - 2030
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MAP 05: 2001 FLOODING PLAN
Created on 3/03/2020

Important Notice!

2 Court Street
PO Box 333
Forbes NSW 2871
Phone: (02) 6850 2399
www.forbes.nsw.gov.au

This map is not a precise survey document. Accurate locations can only be determined by a survey on the ground.
This information has been prepared for Council's internal purposes and for no other purpose. No statement is made about the accuracy or suitability of the information for use for any purpose (whether the
purpose has been notified to Council or not). While every care is taken to ensure the accuracy of this data, neither the Forbes Council nor the LPI makes any representations or warranties about its
accuracy, reliability, completeness or suitability for any particular purpose and disclaims all responsibility and all liability (including without limitation, liability in negligence) for all expenses, losses, damages
(including indirect or consequential damage) and costs which you might incur as a result of the data being inaccurate or incomplete in any way and for any reason.
© The State of New South Wales (Land and Property Information), © Forbes Council.

Projection:

Date:

Drawn By:
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3/03/2020

Map Scale: 1:30000 at A3

Eliza Noakes
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Priority Actions

Forbes Shire Priority Actions
As this information demonstrates the Forbes Shire faces increased climatic variability in an increasingly complex operating
environment that challenges traditional management approaches. As the 2019/20 bush fire season demonstrated in the future
traditional forms of support during times of natural disaster may be unavailable or limited due to emergency services becoming
overwhelmed. In response Council must adapt a holistic approach to building the resilience of the Forbes Community that considers:
• Managing organisational climate risks
• Reducing financial loss
• Reducing risk to human life
• Identifying opportunities
• Raising awareness of climate related issues
• Addressing reputational risk
• Managing legal issues
• Planning for vulnerable communities.
• Manage risks to assets and property owned or managed by the Council
• Helping build and facilitate the capacity to ensure continuity during natural disasters
• Plan for, and respond to, emergency events
• Manage other strategic objectives such as community recreation and economic development
Table Seven below highlights actions that can be taken by Council that will contribute positively to community resilience. These
actions are prioritized against the seven pillars of resilient communities and their broader impact across the Forbes community
and are aligned with the Forbes Shire Community Strategic Plan.
ACTION

RESPONSIBILITY

SAFE
AND WELL

CONNECTED,
INCLUSIVE
AND
EMPOWERED

DYNAMIC
AND DIVERSE
LOCAL
ECONOMY

SUSTAINABLE
BUILT AND
NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT

CULTURALLY
RICH AND
VIBRANT

DEMOCRATIC
AND
ENGAGED

REFLECTIVE
AND
AWARE

PRIORITY
HIGH 1-2 YRS
MED 2-5 YRS
LOW 5-10 YRS

Access to free showers and laundry
during emergencies

Community

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Medium

Improved training facilities for local
emergency services

Community

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Medium

Improved amenities and equipment for
local emergency services

Community

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Medium

Shop local campaigns- Why leave town,
Buy from the Bush etc

Community

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medium

Increase area planted to trees on public/
council land

Council

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Medium

Increased access by residents to free or
cheap tube stock

Council

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medium

Subsidized excursions for school
children to improve mental health &
well being

Community

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medium

Backup power supplies for critical
Council infrastructure, buildings hard
wired for generators

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

High

Adequate fuel reserves for Council fleet
and backup power supplies

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

High

Investment in the Sculpture Trail

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

High

Build strong partnerships with Landcare
and Local Land Services to improve
Natural Resource Management

Council

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Medium
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Priority Actions
ACTION

RESPONSIBILITY

SAFE
AND WELL

CONNECTED,
INCLUSIVE
AND
EMPOWERED

DYNAMIC
AND DIVERSE
LOCAL
ECONOMY

SUSTAINABLE
BUILT AND
NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT

CULTURALLY
RICH AND
VIBRANT

DEMOCRATIC
AND
ENGAGED

REFLECTIVE
AND
AWARE

PRIORITY
HIGH 1-2 YRS
MED 2-5 YRS
LOW 5-10 YRS

Build a strong partnership with Local
Land Services to better coordinate the
evacuation of livestock and delivery
of emergency water during times of
natural disaster and disease outbreaks.
Conduct annual EM exercises

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

High

Increased marketing to counter media
hysteria and negativity as well as
combatting social media misinformation
during emergencies

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

High

Improved sports infrastructure

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medium

Easy and safe access to Council stand
pipes for public & emergency services

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Medium

Drought/ disaster coordinator to assist
residents to access support

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Medium

Foster sustainable agriculture

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Medium

Adopt holistic management principles
to manage road side biodiversity

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Medium

Encourage the growth of farmers
markets, local produce and
decentralized food systems

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medium

Lobbying of both State and Federal
Government for consistent support

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Medium

Continued retention of GP’s and
improved delivery of health services

Community

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

High

Continued elimination of mobile phone
black spots

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

High

Rate Relief during natural disasters

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Medium

Develop volunteers in emergencies
management plan

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

High

Sustainable water management

Council

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Medium

MOUs for resource access with other
shires and other agencies

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

High

Facilitation and attraction of mental
health services

Community

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Medium

Bore Field pipe lines, upgrades to
water filtration plant

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

High

CBD Master Plan Implementation

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

High

Education around environmental
water

Community

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Medium

Lobbying for state and federal
contracts

Council

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

High

Introduce a formal volunteer program
for Council staff volunteering for
community projects and events

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medium

Upgrades to critical freight corridors
throughout the Shire

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

High

Work with, improve cooperation
with Local Land Services to address
animal welfare during times of natural
disaster

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

High

Desilt Lake Forbes

Council

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Low

Councilors being seen in the
community, being with people
doing it tough – solidarity. Publicity
campaign

Council

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medium

Run community events free of charge
to improve wellbeing, community
identity and cohesion where possible

Council

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medium

Award tenders and contracts locally

Council

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

Medium

Regular campaigns to host politicians
to expose to local issues

Council

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Medium

Education around water use

Council

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Medium
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Priority Actions

ACTION

RESPONSIBILITY

SAFE
AND WELL

CONNECTED,
INCLUSIVE
AND
EMPOWERED

DYNAMIC
AND DIVERSE
LOCAL
ECONOMY

SUSTAINABLE
BUILT AND
NATURAL
ENVIRONMENT

CULTURALLY
RICH AND
VIBRANT

DEMOCRATIC
AND
ENGAGED

REFLECTIVE
AND
AWARE

PRIORITY
HIGH 1-2 YRS
MED 2-5 YRS
LOW 5-10 YRS

Promotion of Live Traffic NSW & other
emergency apps

Council

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Medium

Regular connection with the Business
chamber – planning meetings

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medium

Celebration of rural women – Rural
women’s Gathering

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Medium

Auto flood monitoring stations to
collect data for critical freight corridors

Council

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

High

Implementation of Lake Forbes
Activation Plan

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

High

Small water cart use & promotion

Council

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No

Medium

Upgrade Rural Halls to create a network
of staging grounds across the Shire for
use during emergencies

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

High

Increase utilization of recycled water

Council

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

High

Address & plan for stress and burnout
in Council staff responding to natural
disasters

Council

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

High

Repairs to leaks in water system

Council

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Medium

Education campaigns around
preparedness for the community

Council

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Medium

Formal evacuation plans and exercises

Council

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

High

Implement aerodrome master plan,
extend town water supply

Council

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

No

Yes

High

Bulk water supply to fight fires during
Council
extreme water shortages as well as
supplying emergency water for livestock

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

High

Increased emergency response
planning- prepare for many traditional
forms of support being unavailable
when needed

Council

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

High

Designated large space defined and
prepared as Evacuation Centre

Council

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

High

Create a 20 year plan for Council tree
plantings and improved biodiversity

Council

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Medium

Mapping of high value road side
vegetation and training for grader
drivers & Council staff

Council

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Medium

Proactive and strong focus on long term
planning for asset renewal for critical
infrastructure

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

High

Farmer employment programs during
rural down turns

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medium

Build and support cultural diversity

Council

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Medium

Support renewable energy across the
Shire

Council

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Medium
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Case Studies

Case Study One
Backup power supplies for critical Council infrastructure
Council currently has no back up power supplies for any of its critical infrastructure and if events of the 2019/20 bush fire season
can be used as a guide none may be available in the event of a natural disaster. This was first raised as an issue following the 2016
floods but is yet to be addressed. If we are to examine Tumbarumba’s experience during the 2019/20 bush fires:
• The Tumbarumba community went for over a week with no power
• Only one service station was able to obtain a generator and continue operating
• None of the supermarkets were able to open and people had to obtain food from town hall
• There was no back up power supply for the sewerage works and water filtration plant meaning people had to drink bottled
water
With no back up power supplies of any kind Forbes is dangerously exposed. As well back up power consideration needs to be
given to having adequate fuel reserves to supply both backup generators and Councils plant as well as hard wiring Council
facilities for generators.
Council needs to aim towards being able to continue operating for one week completely cut off from outside assistance. Similar
discussions need to be held with local service stations, supermarkets, retirement homes and the Forbes Hospital to ensure
adequate backup power supplies are in place and ready.
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Case Studies

Case Study Two
MOU’s with adjoining Shire Councils
In the aftermath of the 2017 Lismore floods the Lismore Shire Council estimated almost two years of landfill collection was left in
the streets for collection. With Council’s land fill and garbage collection system over whelmed some waste had to be dumped at
landfills in adjoining Shires before health problems arose.
The Lismore experience highlights that it is logical for Councils in an emergency to pool their resources and to work together.
Locally both Forbes and Parkes have been struck by mini tornados and severe storms with massive clean ups. Forming strong
relationships and MOU’s with adjoining Shire Councils will form an important of preparing for the disasters of the future.

Clean up in Lismore after the floods. Source Andrew Rawsthorne
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Case Studies

Case Study Three
Improved training facilities for local emergency services
Substantial work has been undertaken to improve the capacity of Forbes volunteer emergency services since the 2016 floods.
A new shed has been erected at the Forbes SES Depot and the yard sealed. Amenities have been upgraded and a second sand
bagging machine as well as a trailer have also been purchased. Recently a new smoke house has been installed at the Forbes SES
Depot to allow local RFS volunteers and Fire and Rescue NSW to conduct structure fire training.
Council can play an important role in building capable and effective volunteer emergency services through the provision of safe,
realistic and effective training facilities.

Rural fire fighters rehearsing structure fires at the new training facility, Forbes SES Depot. Source Andrew Rawsthorne
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Case Studies

Case Study Four
Building Local Biodiversity
There are numerous benefits that planting more trees and building local biodiversity brings to the community:
• Builds community spirit and unity
• Educates communities about the benefits of trees and nature
• Brings economic benefits to an area by raising house prices on aesthetic grounds. Trees also provide attractive commercial
settings and encourage shoppers to linger longer
• Positive impact on mental health and wellbeing, reducing stress and encouraging outdoor activities
• Removes and stores carbon from the air
• Reduces flood risk
• Creates wildlife habitat
• Improved aesthetics
• Provides shade and helps lower temperatures
• Cleans the air, absorbs odours and pollutants
• Trees reduce salinity and soil erosion
• Increases pollinator numbers
• Reduces pollutants and provides options to manage contaminated land
• Supports tourism
Options for Council to consider include:
• Increase area planted to trees on both public and Council land
• Offer low cost or free trees to the community preferably propagated locally
• Create a formal twenty year plan for environmental planting in and around Forbes
• Adopt holistic management principles to manage road side vegetation

Local native species are more likely to survive adverse climactic conditions
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Case Studies

Case Study Five
Tree planting celebrated at Boorowa after 20 years
THE LAND, 14 Oct 2019, 5 p.m.
For many volunteers and landholders in the Boorowa district, 2019 marks the 20th year of the ‘Building Bridges to Boorowa’
program.
For two decades, the collaboration between the Boorowa Community Landcare Group and North Sydney Bushcare has seen
many thousands of trees planted with stimulating and enduring friendships fostered.
For the 2019 planting, 39 volunteers cheerfully planted 4400 tube stock, mostly Eucalyptus trees and wattles on four properties
around Boorowa.
Recognising the aesthetic benefit of the program were mayor of North Sydney Council, Councillor Jilly Gibson and mayor of
Hilltops Council Councillor Brian Ingram.
Together they assured the continuity of the project by jointly signing a memorandum of understanding, which is intended to
support the tree planting weekend for a further five years.
“It’s natural for us to keep that collaboration and cooperation going,” Cr Ingram said.
Also on hand to plant trees were local members of parliament, Felicity Wilson member for North Shore and Wendy Tuckerman,
member for Goulburn.
One recipient of the plantings were Peter, Elizabeth and Richard Mason.
The family has been involved from the inception of the project and Mrs Mason said the help of the North Sydney Bushcare
volunteers has been astonishing.
“We used to do it all ourselves, I even started propagating my own trees,” she said.
“This collaboration is wonderful because we wouldn’t be able to get all this done if we didn’t have all these volunteers from
Sydney.”
One of those volunteers, Lynn Holliday has been to Boorowa a few times since she joined North Sydney Bushcare 14 years ago.
Hailing from New Zealand and now retired, Ms Holliday said the annual trips to Boorowa have given her the chance to re-connect
with rural areas and at the same time close the gap between country and city.
“It was just bliss to be in the outdoors, doing something that has enormous value, but also gave me a degree of satisfaction, a
pleasure to see how much good it is doing environmentally,” she said.
Other landholders included Suzanne Kelly, Andrew and Michelle Southwell and Ben and Toyha Johnson.

Planting native trees
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Case Studies

Case Study Six
Rural Halls
Halls and Recreations Grounds are located at the following locations across the Forbes Shire:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ootha
Calarie
Garema
Wirrinya
Corinella
Bedgerabong
Warroo

The availability of safe, accessible and usable facilities for the community at their door step plays an essential role in overcoming
social isolation, building community identity and contributing to community wellbeing. They also play an essential role during
natural disasters as staging grounds.
With Councils help substantial work has been undertaken to Halls and Recreation Grounds at Garema, Wirrinya, Ootha, Calarie,
Corinella, Bedgerabong and Warroo. Since the 2016 floods $175,000 has been spent upgrading facilities at the Bedgerabong
Recreation Grounds. Much more work is required that can be divided into the categories of access, water, kitchens and amenities:
Water
• Warroo
• Corinella
• Ootha
• Garema
• Wirrinya
• Calarie
Access
• Warroo
• Garema
• Bedgerabong
Kitchens & amenities
• Ootha
• Warroo
• Wirrinya
• Calarie
• Bedgerabong

Garema Hall
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Case Studies

Case Study Seven
Fighting Media Negativity and Hysteria, Fake News
“In my previous role as Federal Minister for Regional Development, I examined a six-month period of regional stories across the
two major metropolitan newspapers in Sydney and Melbourne. The findings:
In Melbourne, 80% of the regional stories were negative, 15% were neutral, and just 5% were positive. In Sydney, around 75%
were negative and only 25% were positive”
Former Senator and Minister for Regional Development Fiona Nash, now a strategic advisor at CSU.
https://radioinfo.com.au/news/regional-australia-%E2%80%93-land-opportunity-fiona-nash
Negative, false and over the top news reporting by main stream media outlets such as the Sunrise Program regarding Forbes
during the 2016 floods severely affected local businesses. Similarly the spread of fake news via social media has emerged as a
major issue during both the 2019/20 bush fires and the coronavirus outbreak. Council needs to be proactive in marketing the
Shire and aggressively fighting the spread of fake news.
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Strategic Alignments
State
NSW Climate Change Snapshot, https://climatechange.environment.nsw.gov.au/Climate-projections-for-NSW/Climateprojections-for-your-region/NSW-Climate-Change-Downloads
NSW State Emergency Management Plan, https://www.emergency.nsw.gov.au/Documents/publications/20181207-NSW-stateemergency-management-plan.pdf
NSW Recovery Plan, https://www.emergency.nsw.gov.au/Pages/publications/plans/supporting-plans/recovery-plan.aspx
Central West Regional Emergency Management Plan, https://www.emergency.nsw.gov.au/Pages/about-us/emergencymanagement-regions/central-west.aspx

Local
Forbes Shire Community Strategic Plan
Forbes Shire Delivery & Operational Plan
Forbes Shire Emergency Management Plan
Forbes Shire Flood Plan
Rural Halls & Sports Grounds 2019 to 2024
Lake Forbes Activation Plan
Forbes Commercial Precinct Master Plan
Forbes Shire Outdoor and Recreation Strategy
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From little things big things grow. This area above adjacent to Lake
Forbes and the Dreaming Centre was a bare paddock in the 1990’s.
The land below on the Northern entrance to Forbes was scaled salt
affected clay pans in the 1990’s. These trees planted by volunteers over
fifteen years ago are home to dozens of varieties of bird life. 26 species
have been identified at the Dreaming Centre alone. Greening Forbes
and building local biodiversity through increased tree plantings will
play an important part in building a resilient community.
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